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APS

THE APS TIMES
Etienne Boutin (APS Tahiti) with New Zealand’s
‘Cultural Experiences’ entertainment’ at APS Stand,
arranged by APS New Zealand’s Duthie Lidgard

Duthie Lidgard, APS New Zealand and John
Panoho, MD NZ Luxury Experiences (NZLE)

APS New Zealand at Monaco
By Duthie Lidgard, APS New Zealand MD
Once again the Monaco Yacht Show
pulled out all the stops along with the
well-received newly in place heightened
security. Each year APS attending the
show as a group, confirms how a strong
core team of agents and their network
reaches far and wide; our networks and
connections when joined are the strongest.
Daily New Zealand had our ‘Cultural
Experiences’ team performing songs which
showed local culture for our region and
attracted people to the stand. APS New
Zealand is currently having a record year
with visiting yachts and refit projects, In
attending the Monaco Show we were able
to secure additional projects into 2019 and
discuss directly with Brokers why NZ is the
place to visit. We have found attending the
show as a strong group across Asia Pacific is
well received with more and more requests
on destinations, cruising plans and on visual
media to present to Captains and Owners
for our regions, which positions APS as their
#1 one-stop shop of choice.

By Etienne Boutin, APS Tahiti MD

R to L: Gordon Fernandes popping the cork at the APS Stand’s ‘Champagne Closing Ceremony’ with Captain
Trevor Appleby, Scott Walker (APS Singapore) and Captain Alistair Purves.

By Gordon Fernandes, APS Phuket & Myanmar MD
It was fantastic participating in Monaco Yacht Show 2016. Our stand was at a great
location (right next to the iconic Monaco Yacht Club) where we met many new captains
and captains that have used our services in the past. It’s great to see our team grow and
know critical and informative information can be given on each location in our extensive
network. We are working on adding more offices in the next 12©Monaco
months and
will return
Yacht
Show to
MYS 2017 with an even bigger team, capable of giving expert advice and knowledge
of each location in Asia Pacific regions. All in all, a highly successful and welcomed
experience for our team of APS owner agents.

APS New Zealand brought new luxury
experiences to MYS 2016
The APS New Zealand crew was excited to be
back at the Monaco Yacht Show and showcase
NZ award winning shoreside superyacht support.
“John heads up New Zealand Luxury Experiences,
the leisure division of APSNZ and offers NZ’s only
dedicated cultural and itinerary services for
Superyachts and their owners. Authentic. Private.
Inspiring. Enchanting experiences in NZ.” Duthie
and John also entertained at the show with their
Maori Warriors and when meeting with Duthie
afterwards, visitors found out why New Zealand is
a must do destination…….”

New Maldives Marina to
Service 300 Yachts
Recent developments from the
Maldives of the new Hulhumalé Yacht
Marina have been reported by the
director of Asia Pacific Superyachts
Maldives, Mohamed Hameed. The
agency works diligently with arriving
superyachts and is closely monitoring
progress of the new Maldives marina.

see page 5

Monaco is the place to get a direct feel
of the state of the yachting industry and
this year’s show was a perfect occasion
to actually see the recovery at work, with
considerable news taking place about
deliveries and orders.
I am expecting significant improvement of
visitations in 2017 with several large motor
yachts already planning their next season in
French Polynesia and likely to further cruise
through the South Pacific and South East
Asia. APS Tahiti will be the first APS office
to welcome this new convoy of visitors
and will once again make every effort to
ensure they leave Tahiti with a myriad of
long lasting memories. This year’s Monaco
Yacht Show was exceptional for Tahiti as
the crew of the MY Askari, based in Tahiti
for charter since 2006, was honored with the
prestigious Fraser’s Award for Best Charter
Crew (yacht under 50m). Captain Claud
Akers and his marvelous wife, Emma, and
chef on board Askari received an award
at the Fraser Yachts captain’s dinner. APS
Tahiti was proud to contribute a ‘dinner for
two’ to the prize. This award is spreading
pride and appreciation among the staff of
APS Tahiti that have assisted the yacht and
crew for the last ten years; hopefully with
many more years to come. Its individuals
and crew like the ones from Askari that
remind me how very fortunate we are to
live and work in Tahiti. Many visitors stopping
by our exhibit shared their experiences
and enthusiasm ran high throughout the
show’s entirety.

Phuket: Gateway to Myanmar

New adventures.
New passions.
New Zealand.
see page 2

Superyacht cruising is opening
up beyond the usual hubs and
marinas of the Mediterranean
or Caribbean as facilities
are being developed and
upgraded around the world.
An example of growing
superyacht interest and visits
made possible through upscale
marinas and knowledgeable
yachting support is Phuket
Island in Thailand.

see page 6
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ASR New Home!
Stunning SALA
Resort Phuket
Organisers of the largest and most prestigious
gathering in Asia of sail and motor superyachts
on water, the Asia Superyacht Rendezvous, are
delighted to announce SALA Resort & Spa as the
event ‘Host Hotel’ on the lush island of Phuket,
Thailand.

Haka – Maori Warrior Dance

The exquisite waters of the Andaman Sea
surrounding Phuket will usher in stunning superyachts
from around the world at the 16th annual Asia
Superyacht Rendezvous to be held16th – 18th
December 2016.
“The Asia Superyacht Rendezvous will once again bring superyachtingminded people together in a relaxed uniquely Thai atmosphere”, note
long-time organisers, Captain Charlie Dwyer and Gordon Fernandes, with
an invitation to yachts of 75’ (25m) or longer to join the prestigious event.
Nicolas Reschke, Group Director of Business Development for SALA
adds: “We are delighted to be the official Host Venue for this year’s Asia
Superyacht Rendezvous. We believe that SALA Phuket Resort and Spa
with its focus on personal and private service, culinary offers and design
complements the high end experience of the participating Superyachts.
As a host venue we strive to be a meeting place for think alike minds
coming together to enjoy the best accommodations that sea and land
has to offer.”

Asia Superyacht
Rendezvous continues
to attract the best
Every year from Dec. 16 to 18 Phuket welcomes
Superyacht owners, captains and VIP guests to the
elite Asia Superyacht Rendezvous, luxuriant host to
Superyachts from all over the world.
The classic S/Y Lady Thuraya is hoping to return to Rendezvous. Referring
to Lady Thuraya, ASR co-organiser Gordon Fernandes, said: “She is a
splendid 31 meter Schooner with the classic lines from the grand age of
sail and impressed all of us at the sailing events. We are looking forward
to welcoming back Lady Thuraya and other magnificent returning
superyachts, as well as new vessels of 75M and longer. ”
When not cruising through idyllic island archipelagos a number of sail
and motor superyachts choose to set forth to Phuket for the relaxed
camaraderie of the Rendezvous festivities, this year to be hosted on and
off the water at the spectacular new Rendezvous event hotel, the SALA
Resort & Spa Phuket. Fernandes added, “Some superyachts come for
the week and some for the season - using Phuket as a base for a cruise
to Myanmar and/ or the spectacular islands of the Andaman Sea. Visit
www.asia-superyacht-rendezvous.

Fiordland 2

Dusky Sounds OR NZ Superyacht A

New adventures. New passions.

New Zealand.

The ‘whole world in one country’ beckons for your next cruising plans.
The deluxe pool villa resort and spa is outstandingly situated at Mai Khao
Beach, which when combined with Nai Yang Beach to the south, is the
longest stretch of sandy beach on the island, covering 9 km. A special
thrill may also be in store for Rendezvous guests as October through
February is when giant sea turtles come ashore to lay their eggs on this
stretch of sandy white beach.
Organisers are enthusiastic about the new home for ASR, commenting,
“The SALA Resort Phuket and the Asia Superyacht Rendezvous both
cater to the lifestyles of individuals to whom luxury, beauty and tranquillity
are of keen importance. ASR 2016 provides a platform for networking
and exploring the surrounding cruising grounds, while at the same time
participating in a number of friendly races and exclusive social events”.
The exclusive gathering of owners and captains of some of some the
world’s most captivating vessels will converge to enjoy the camaraderie,
convivial atmosphere and tailor-made festive events of the annual
Rendezvous. Superyachts in attendance from Asia and around the
world will represent a whopping value of US $200,000,000. A projected15
beautiful floating palaces owners and captains and guests will gather for
sea and land based relaxed socialising, ridiculously fun activities, superb
cuisine and thrilling sailing races.
Captain Morgan Hayes of S/Y Arabella, among those enjoying last
year’s Rendezvous, commented, “Coming on the back of a hectic
but rewarding King’s Cup it was reassuring to find a relaxed and well
organized atmosphere. The Rendezvous team could not have been more
accommodating and professional and the host hotel management also
could not have been more helpful.”
Those attending in 2016 can look forward to an enviable program involving
the ‘opening day cocktail party’ on a superyacht, 2 days of competitive
but friendly ‘superyacht sailing races’ on a course marked by mammoth
motor yachts, a festive & fun model boat-building & races – the popular
‘Challenge’, an exciting ‘Pirate Booty’ treasure hunt and the closing
‘Yacht Parade’ followed by a gourmet VIP dinner in the exclusive SALA
Resort. For further information visit www.asia-superyacht-rendezvous.com
and to request an invitation email: charlie@asia-superyacht-rendezvous.
com.

To receive free monthly APS Newsletter visit asia-pacific-superyachts.com and click ‘News’ to subscribe

As one superyacht season draws to
a close and the next appears on the
horizon, it’s the time of year when many
owners and captains consider their future
cruising plans. At this transitional time,
there’s no better base to consider for your
next adventure than the South Pacific,
with a focal point on New Zealand, says
Jeanette Tobin, an expert local agent
at Asia Pacific Superyachts NZ and coauthor of the Superyacht Explorer guide
to cruising in the region.
At the heart of any significant cruising
plans like these, should be a solid home
base for the months or years when you
relocate a superyacht to a different
region or hemisphere. New Zealand
ticks all the boxes that any superyacht
owner might consider when seeking out
interesting new cruising grounds for your
own exploration or to attract the growing
pool of adventurous charter clients.
It is a safe and secure country, with all
the transport connections necessary for
inbound travel from Asia, Europe or the
Americas. It also offers ample yachting
infrastructure and expertise for world-class
refit and repair while staying in the region
adds Managing Director, Duthie Lidgard.
Here are the top five reasons to make
New Zealand your superyacht base for
the next few years…
5. OFF THE CHARTS IN GLOBAL RATINGS
For many years, New Zealand has been

making it into the news headlines for all
the right reasons. It was recently voted
the fourth safest country to live in the
world (2015 Global Peace Index), and
the second least corrupt country in the
world (2014 Corruption Perception Index).
This year, capital city Auckland was once
again highlighted as one of the best cities
to live in the world (placed third, Mercer
2016).
While some cruising grounds might put
superyachts and their owners under the
microscope with regards to media interest
and security concerns, New Zealand’s
renowned safety, hospitality and respect
for privacy offer a welcome change of
scenery. We guarantee that anonymity
will bring a new freedom to you and your
guests, as you cruise on New Zealand’s
relaxed and charming coastline.
4. A TRANSPORTATION HUB
Whether your guests are flying in from
Asia and Europe or the Americas, there
are excellent commercial flight options as
well as private link, to provide reasonably
priced and timely access to New Zealand.
Many of the world’s top airlines servicing
the country now offer private cabins or
plush first class options.
Our government and officials are switched
on to the benefit of visiting luxury yachts,
and our relatively open immigration
policies allow most nationalities to visit
New Zealand as a tourist for up to three
months without a visa. Asia Pacific

Superyachts NZ is able to secure two- we can be trusted to provide clients with
year charter permits for cruising within the the best insight into cruising the country.
country for its clients.
We are proud of our rich Maori heritage
3. MAKING SENSE WITH YOUR CENTS
and, as members of the Maori Tourism
Council, we guarantee to ensure any
In recent years, the New Zealand dollar cruise to the country will truly showcase
has decreased in value against the US this to all our clients and their guests.
dollar and euro by approximately 20%,
making it a much more economical 1. SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE, FROM
choice as a cruising base than in previous GASTRONOMY TO HELISKIING
years or compared with other, more
crowded and pricey options.
One of the most irresistible attractions of
New Zealand as a superyacht cruising
Daily costs such as dockage and shore base for the region is just how much is
power can add up significantly over the available on our own doorstep.
course of a season or two. In New Zealand,
these operational costs are measure-for- For the wine and food fans we have superb
measure cheaper than the equivalent New World vineyards and Michelin-starred
options in Europe or the Caribbean.
cuisine. For the nature fans we have
rare species of wildlife and breathtaking
It is also the smart choice for larger, one- natural wonders. And for the sports fans
off expenditures. We offer some of the we have everything from heliskiing to
best award-winning facilities for refit, superyacht regattas.
maintenance and repair in the region, not
to mention on a global scale.
To learn more about how you can bring
new adventures and passions into your
2. A RICH CULTURAL & NATURAL HERITAGE superyacht cruising plans for the seasons
to come, get in touch with Asia Pacific
Since the early Polynesian settlers came to Superyachts NZ. Email Duthie Lidgard:
our lands centuries before the European duthie@asia-pacific-superyachts.com
settlers, New Zealand has been a melting and Jeanette Tobin: jeanette@asiapot of culture combined with stunning pacific-superyachts.com - to learn more
scenery and unique (not to mention non- about cruising opportunities in New
dangerous) wildlife.
Zealand and the rest of the Pacific by
requesting a free copy of the 2nd edition
Asia Pacific Superyachts NZ is the only of the ‘Superyacht Explorer
Tourism NZ-accredited superyacht
agency that is Qualmark-approved, so
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New Maldives
Marina to Service
300 Yachts

Captain Jean-Francoise Cormerais. Photo by Christian Loader / Scubazoo.com

Borneo welcomes Capt.
Jean Francoise to APS
Captain Jean-Francoise Cormerais is the
new representative for APS Borneo and is
headquartered at Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
to support and assist visiting yachts with
a journey that will award an exquisite
glimpse into a land of rich diversity and
amazing cruising.
A marine consultant of 15 years’ sail and
motor yachting experience in the area,
Capt. JF also has a strong background in
yacht delivery maintenance, brokering,
repairs, and captaincy since 1998. He was
head captain for a charter fleet based in
Kota Kinabalu for a number of years and
project manager of general refit of a 160
foot vessel. Jean Francoise has been
captain of several superyachts and has

sailed more than 150,000 miles (three times
around the world!); mostly single handed
on his 33’ self-built sailing yacht.
Capt. Jean-Francoise is helping to spread
the word that North Borneo & East Coast
Borneo are ‘deemed safe’, based on
the new JWC insurance underwriter’s
committee issuance of the updated JWLA
022 bulletin as of Dec. 10, 2015. The areas
are no longer listed as dangerous water
perils and special permission by insurance
underwriters to operate a vessel in this
area is no longer required. This is a great
time to contact Capt. JF about visiting
Borneo; in a safe and peaceful ESSCOM
Sabah security zone cruising heaven
within the world coral triangle zone.

APS move to
Royal Langkawi
Yacht Club

Asia Pacific Superyachts
Indonesia has reported an
am azi ng 50% r educ ti on i n
the costs of bringing a yacht
to Indonesia. This follows
sweeping law changes made
to the framework of the Yacht
Clearance Process by the
Indonesian Government earlier
this year.

New APS Agent in Sri
Lanka - Priyantha Perera
APS has announced
Priyantha Perera is
the new Sri Lanka
Agent for Asia
Pacific Superyachts.
He has gained vast
experience working
with authorities for
various clearances
to ensure smooth
port operations and
Priyantha Perera
efficient service to
Captains during his many years of working
in the shipping agency field in Sri Lanka
while providing services to all types of
vessels.

formed a company in Sri Lanka providing
agency services for ships calling in the
Ports of Sri Lanka and then assisted and
provided service to the first Superyacht to
call under the company in 2011. The same
year he handled two more Superyachts
and from then on the company provided
agency service to many boats calling in
to Sri Lanka. As the APS Sri Lanka Agent,
Priyantha Perera’s knowledge of the
country’s geographical locations and
cultural sites and attractions are of great
help when called on to advise and
prepare the best possible tour itineraries
for Captains based on their port stay and
welcomes enquiries.

Following this experience Mr. Perera

The Royal Langkawi Yacht Club situated on the mystical island of duty-free
Langkawi is an exclusive establishment with a beautiful marina that has added
new Superyacht berths along with an extraordinary renovation of the entire marina.
APS is now acting as the agent for yachts over 30 meters for RLYC. “We are thrilled
to be part of the new marina and have moved our APS Langkawi office smack
into the middle of the newly renovated RLYC, where we will continue to work with
arriving Superyachts”, reports Captain Charlie Dwyer, heading up APS Langkawi.
“RLYC is pleased to have Asia Pacific Superyachts’ presence at Langkawi, and in
particular at the Club with our newly expanded and upgraded facilities”, states
RLYC executive director, Mr. Wicky Sumdran. “APS, with its extensive networking
and professionalism in handling Superyacht services, will provide the best services
and facilities to visiting Superyachts to Langkawi. I view the presence of APS at
RLYC as a strong alliance in driving more Superyachts to the waters of Langkawi.”
Mr. Sumdran reports the marina is being upgraded and expanded from 200-berths to 250-berth marina of
which 6-berths will accommodate superyachts: 4-berths for 60-70 meter superyachts; and 2-berths for 80-90
meter superyachts. Superyacht berths are fitted with power pedestals of 400Amps for the 80-meter berths and
250Amps for the 60-meter berths. Other additional berths are of 17-meter and 20-meter length. The existing
marina has been refitted with brand new electrical cables, new water pipes, fire-fighting system and new fuel
dock system along with a newly planned Pump Out station. The RLYC is a premier yacht club and marina offering
impressive facilities and close-to-shore pontoons with a low tide depth of 3 meters minimum. All pontoons have
direct electricity, fuel and water supply and offer Wi-Fi internet connection.

To receive free monthly APS Newsletter visit asia-pacific-superyachts.com and click ‘News’ to subscribe

APS
Cuts Costs
of Entry to
Indonesia
by 50%

Recent developments from the Maldives
of the new Hulhumalé Yacht Marina have
been reported by the director of Asia Pacific
Superyachts Maldives, Mohamed Hameed.
The agency works diligently with arriving
superyachts and is closely monitoring
progress of the new Maldives marina.
Mohamed reports land reclamation
begab for the Hulhumalé Yacht Marina
and Cruise Liner area under phase 2 of
the Hulhumalé development project,
as recently announced by the Housing
Development Cooperation (HDC).
He shares this is good news for visiting
Superyachts as the Hulhumalé Yacht
Marina plan is to service 300 yachts.
The Yacht Marina is a splendid coastal
island proposed to be developed in the
western side of Hulhumalé Island and
will cater to the needs of yachts and
safaris. According to the HDC, apart from
water sports facilities the marina will have
amenities such as retail shops, F&B outlets,
and a yacht club that includes exhibition
space, dry berth facilities and boating
dock. There will also be a modern fully
equipped cruise terminal located right
next to the marina with an automatic,
covered boarding bridge to facilitate
cruise lines visiting Maldives.
The HDC said that all necessary materials
have been gathered for the land
reclamation, and revetment work is
expected to be completed within the next

three months. The Hulhumalé Yacht Marina
is planned to service 300 yachts, while the
cruise liner is expected serve the biggest
cruise liners in the world.
HDC also said that the completion of this
project is expected to be on schedule.
The Cooperation further stated that 240
hectares of land reclamation was completed
by March 2015, and the remaining work
is expected to be completed within 8
months. While 240 hectares of land has
been reclaimed under phase 2,180 hectares
of land were reclaimed in phase 1 of the
Hulhumalé development project. The first
phase of Hulhumalé development project
was aimed to house 60,000 people in 1997.
In other news the Amari Havodda Maldives
welcomed its first guests January 15, 2016.
The resort located on the Gaafu Dhaalu
Atoll, can be reached by a 55-minute plane
journey from Male International Airport,
followed by a 10-minute speedboat ride. A
gorgeous new addition to the island resort
scene guests can choose either beach or
overwater villas, including pool villa options
and can also choose to take part in islandhopping, snorkeling, sailing or night fishing
excursions.

“APS was heavily involved in
an advisory capacity to the
Government of Indonesia
Richard Lofthouse of APS Indonesia
throughout the process to
streamline clearances,” reports
Operations Manager Thomas Taatjes. “But we didn’t really know how
this would reflect financially. However, after bringing a few yachts in
under the new system, not only is the whole process faster, it is also
far cheaper. We are thrilled to be able to pass this onto our clients.”
Major changes to procedures reported by APS Indonesia are as
follows:
•No more CAIT. Thus no more one month lead time to obtain permits.
The Cruising Declaration only takes about 24 hours for APS to process
once they have all the documents from the boat.
•Faster, more streamlined clearance in. APS Clearance Team
has 90% already completed when the yacht arrives. After a short
inspection and a few documents signed by Captain everything is
done.
•Significant decrease in costs of Clearance. APS deals directly with
each department, no middle men. This has cut costs by more than
50%.
•No more PIB. This Customs Bond has haunted the industry for a
decade. The removal of it reduces costs significantly and speeds
up the arrival process considerably
APS Indonesia, established in 2008, is the leading superyacht support
team in Indonesia,. The agency has brought close to 300 yachts into
Indonesia including some of the biggest in the world.
“When we started our clients were classified as a military threat”,
reports APS Indonesia director, Richard Lofthouse. “To say it was a
challenge is a massive understatement. But our clients’ experiences
were so mindblowing they kept coming back. We have gradually
established an industry and a true yachting destination in Indonesia.
We are sincerely grateful to the Government of Indonesia for
recognizing and adapting policy to help yachting in Indonesia to
grow. So far the results are fantastic and our clients are thrilled when
they get our bill which is a pretty cool position to be in!”
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Phuket: Gateway to Myanmar
back in time; the poet Rudyard Kipling was
thrilled with the country and the people as
expressed in the following quote: “This is
Burma and it is unlike any land you know
about” …” Rudyard Kipling, Letters from
the East (1898).
Tapping into the attractions In Myanmar’s
North, you have the Himalayas which
present virgin untouched ski slopes and
in the middle of the nation, fascinating
places to visit, such as Yangon ---- where
guests can visit the Shew Dragon Pagoda
also known as the Golden Pagoda.
The base of the stupa is made of bricks
covered with gold plates and the crown
is tipped with 5,448 diamonds and 2,317
rubies. The very top—the diamond bud—
is tipped with a 76 carat (15 g) diamond.
In Bagan visitors can take a hot air balloon
ride over 2,000 (still in use but ruined)
temples. In Mandalay life in this former
capital city can be experienced, located
in an area of outstanding beauty, home
of the fresh water Inle Lake.

An increasing number of superyachts are enjoying
Phuket’s attractions and cruising on to exotic Myanmar.
Superyacht cruising is opening up
beyond the usual hubs and marinas
of the Mediterranean or Caribbean
as facilities are being developed and
upgraded around the world. An example
of growing superyacht interest and visits
made possible through upscale marinas
and knowledgeable yachting support is
Phuket Island in Thailand.
Dubbed the ‘Monaco of South East Asia’
and acknowledged as the ‘Superyacht
Hub of South East Asia’, Phuket Island has
many cruising options in the Andaman Sea
to nearby secluded bays while offering
a luxury lifestyle and well equipped
marinas, which also serve as a Gateway
to Myanmar.
Superyacht owners and captains can
select from several highly recommended
and developed marinas in Phuket and
relax in upscale surroundings before
cruising on to stunning anchorages
around Phuket and on to Myanmar. The
island’s natural beauty, high end luxury
resorts and villas, vibrant nightlife, famed
spas and world-class dining coupled
with nearby uninhabited island cruising
has made Phuket a leading destination
to a growing number of superyachts
and affluent visitors from throughout the
world, matched by the growing number
of marinas.

“Leading marinas on the northeast coast
of Phuket Island are Yacht Haven Marina
and Ao Po Grand Marina.”, notes Gordon
Fernandes, GM of Asia Pacific Superyachts
Phuket, adding: “The marinas are both a
gateway to exploring Phuket’s crystalline
blue seas and nearby famed islands and
beaches and on to a voyage to explore
and experience adventure in Myanmar.”
Yacht Haven Marina is an ideal starting
point to explore the wonders of Phang
Nga with the marina now being upgraded
and increased shore side services while
adding a further 30 new superyacht
berths. Yacht Haven has 320 berths and
can cater to vessels up to 100M’s in length.
Ao Po Grand Marina has a capacity of
200 berths and is also well placed for
cruising Phang Nga Bay and hosting
yachts of length from 6m up to 150m with
a special focus on facilitating superyachts.
Gordon and Thai owner Jojo and team
can handle all the paperwork required for
both countries (Thailand and Myanmar)
and also offer charter yacht voyages.
“Guests can first enjoy cruising some
special islands while staying near Phuket”,
Gordon explains: “You have Phang Nga
Bay with its limestone monoliths rising up
out of the sea; or further south the islands
of Koh Phi Phi, made famous by the film
The Beach. World class diving is within easy
reach and guests can laze on the beach,

The dry season for Myanmar is from
November until April and visitors can select
an upper Myanmar tour, while basing
the yacht in Yangon and then cruise
South through the spectacular Mergui
Archipelago; or start way down South
(approx 450 NM’s South) and check in via
Kawthaung (Victoria Point). Generally a
vessel checking in at Kawthaung means
guests will have started their cruise in
Phuket after arrival at the international
airport. However, to maximize the time in
the Mergui Archipelago guests may also
arrive at the small Thai airport in Ranong,
located on the Thailand/ Myanmar
border.

swim, snorkel and look for monkeys and
wildlife before heading off to the Similan
Islands.”
60NM NW of Phuket, the Similan Islands
is classed as one of the top ten global
dive destinations; a paradise for diving
and snorkeling with generally 30M+ water
visibility. A journey to Phuket’s surrounding
area offers miles of coastline filled with
spectacular beaches, amazing rock
formations and superb diving possibilities.
Phuket, with its spectacular scenery,
elite lifestyle marinas and anchorage
advantages, offers a fantastic start to an
amazing journey on to Myanmar.

Burma conjures up thoughts of a mystical
country steeped in traditions kept
untouched by western development, as
it was closed to foreigners for decades.
The country is fascinating and looking

A few of island’s local inhabitants are the Moken Sea Gypsies. This
seafaring race continues to survive on boat building and traditional
fishing techniques. In the dry season they travel from island to island
on their boats. In the rainy season they tend to be more land-based,
taking refuge on a couple of the islands, leaving plenty of areas where
guests can have maximum privacy. A superyacht captain on a journey
through the Mergui Archipelago wrote to Fernandes describing the
gypsy fishermen as: “…living within the archipelago - mostly on their boats
but venturing ashore to collect firewood from the beaches and water
from the streams. They are nomadic and live a simple life sustained by
sea. They have been proven to be excellent pearl divers and fishermen,
who only work as much as is required in order to live. We found them
friendly and ready to exchange seafood for a few of our dry stores. After
the 2004 tsunami, amazing stories came to light of the understanding
and perception that the Gypsy fishermen have of the ocean. Villages
along this and the Thai coastline were saved because the elders had
visions or remembered tales about previous such events – goodness
knows how long ago, but they put their knowledge into practice and
many lives were saved.”

Andaman Islands
Fishing Adventure
This area is a superyacht owner’s cruising paradise where the guests
can have beaches and entire islands all to themselves. One can get
totally ‘lost’ on the islands and not see another yacht or person for the
entirety of their cruise. P Pellat-Finet, Captain of S.Y. Tiara wrote of his
vessel’s experience in the Mergui’s in March of 2016, “An amazing trip
in the middle of beautiful deserted islands. Impossible to count all the
pristine yellow sanding beaches. A breathtaking experience where
nature prevails. We will go again......”.
A yacht can cruise to island after island, all with countless pristine sandy
beaches under green hills of dense rainforest… their canopies alive with
colourful birds and butterflies. Monkeys leave the trees for a stroll along
the beach where they find crabs and other dinner items, leaving their
tracks along with the many elusive animals living in the forests and at
times seen on the beaches and even tigers are said to still be inhabitants
of the islands. Wild elephants have been spotted on some of the larger
islands, from elephants originally transported from the mainland to work
for illegal loggers (to steal the teak from the islands). The many islands
are covered in an extensive range of flora and fauna with outstanding
beaches and tropical jungle rainforest to explore. Kayaks can be used
up and down the various rivers, gliding under overhanging trees with
rivers filled with fish and views of amazing waterfalls.

Myanmar

The name Myanmar doesn’t mean a lot
to most people as the word has only been
associated with a short portion of that
country’s long history. Mention the name
Burma, however, and it evokes something
completely different. Burma is old, exotic,
romantic and undiscovered. It is a nation
with a long and glorious history and an
enormous variety of stunning landscapes,
waterways and vistas.

located in the islands. Thus the islands have mainly been left untouched
and there are very few hotels in the area.

Upon entering the spectacular Mergui
Archipelago you will find an area
made up of approximately 800 islands
covering hundreds of kilometers, with
islands varying in size from quite small
to hundreds of square kilometers. To
put this in perspective, there are islands
bigger than Phuket and they’re totally
uninhabited. Why is this? The previous
military government felt that it would be
a security risk to have towns or villages
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In advising vessels of Myanmar rules and requirements, Gordon cautions:
“Yachts still need to obtain a cruising license and take a guide on
board for the duration of the cruise in Myanmar. The guide is treated
as a member of the crew and will represent the owner and captain;
speaking directly with authorities to ensure the yacht does not stray into
areas where the vessel should not be. A few of the islands have navy
bases and the personnel do not generally speak English. This is when the
guide is especially viewed as a help and not a hindrance.”
These well informed guides will also know the best anchorages and
beaches and can have a positive impact on the visitors’ experiences
while cruising in the Mergui Archipelago. Superyacht owners and
captains interested in Myanmar inland exploration as well as Mergui
Archipelago cruising can view a sample itinerary that includes visits
to Yangon; Bagan; Inle Lake; Irrawaddy River Cruise; Mandalay and
Mrauk. Gordon and his team can craft a detailed custom itinerary for
a vessel’s entire journey and handle all paperwork and vessel /guest
needs for a Phuket, Thailand through Myanmar unforgettable cruising
and exploration voyage.

Superyacht sailing and cruising in the Andaman Islands
provides some fantastic deep sea fishing and marine life
adventures as chronicled during a recent sailing and fishing
trip planned by R. Rathnam of Asia Pacific Superyachts
Andaman Islands.
Reporting on a fishing and sailing
adventure setting forth from Port Blair,
Rathnam notes the growing sport of
superyacht deep sea fishing across the
globe, though mostly famous in western
countries, is now in increasing demand in
India as well.
A weekend fishing trip was planned and
the yacht first sailed up to Havelock
Island… a picturesque natural paradise
with silvery white sandy beaches and lush
green forest. One of the populated islands
in the Andaman group it covers an area of
113 sq. km. and is located 39 km of northeast of Port Blair. This island beckons all to
enjoy the azure sea and coastal waters
and sandy beaches, fringed with a green
canopy of rain-fed forests and home to
one of the richest coral reef ecosystem
in the world. The draw of the coral reefs
and underwater formation is due to being
undamaged by human activity, providing
fantastic snorkeling opportunities.
Fishing as they sailed near Neil Island, the
group was thrilled to catch some beautiful
Mahi-Mahi and Tuna for their evening
meal. The anchorage for the night was at
Elephant Beach, famed for its rich coral
reef formation and amazing underwater
marine life. The shoreline at Elephant
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Beach was largely swept away by the
2004 tsunami and the beach is a fraction
of what it used to be; however, the coral
here is known as the best on the island,
providing an excellent spot for snorkeling.
Sunday morning the boat left Havelock
Island to go deep sea fishing near Neil
Island where they caught Tunas and
large Sail Fish and Wahoo. APS director
Rathnam enthused about the numerous
playful dolphins following their boat, “We
watched in awe as these beautiful shiny
creatures swam and cavorted along the
wake of the vessel, then swiftly swimming
out to turn loops in the air and return, much
to the delight of all aboard!”
Returning to Port Blair Sunday late
afternoon, some of the guests enjoyed
having the intricate artwork of Henna
applied to their hands by local experts.
Guests learned henna is used for cosmetic
purposes in Ancient India and bridal
henna nights remain an important custom
in many of these areas and Indian women
also express themselves with henna
artwork on their feet and hands. All in all,
a highly enjoyable trip and one Rathnam
and APS is happy to assist in planning.
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Superyacht Voyage in Tahiti
Superyacht visitors to Tahiti can have amazing experiences while soaking
up the culture of French Polynesia when enjoying a luxury cruising voyage.

Koh Samui New Welcome
for Superyachts

Captain Charlie added, “Superyachts can also expect
to greatly benefit with the nation-wide changes in VAT
and crew regulations and new regulations will provide
significant savings for superyacht owners and captains
visiting Koh Samui, Thailand”. Growing alongside the
increase in Superyachts is the influx of world famed
5-star luxury resorts magnificently located on beaches
and limestone cliffs around the island, which include:
‘W’ Retreat Koh Samui, Four Seasons, Anantara Lawana,
SALA Samui, Le Meridian, Santiburi Golf & Resort, Conrad,
Bayan Tree, Six Senses and more.

The 20 mile Te Pari coastline offers some superb
anchorages and worth exploring by foot to search for
ancient petroglyphs, returning to your yacht to snorkel
and dive to your heart’s content while viewing colourful
fish, curious sharks and splendid manta rays. If you’re
visiting from mid-July to October, you’re in luck and can
view many humpback whales returning to give birth to
calves and to rest. Coincidentally, Tahiti and her islands
dry ‘winter’ period takes place from May to October.
The leeward islands of French Polynesia are the most
visited and include famous Bora Bora, magical Huahine,
wild Taha’a and the sacred island of Raiatea - the
legendary center of Mahoi religion. However, the island
of Maupiti, thirty miles west of Bora Bora, is often forgotten
when proposing itineraries to this part of our oceanic
country.

New marinas and changing laws in Thailand are welcome
news to Superyachts interested in visiting the Gulf of
Siam and Koh Samui. The island was once a Thai fishing
community and continues to charm today with its natural
beauty and warm Thai hospitality.
Learning about just a few unique experiences and locales
in this lush fantasy land tempt many would-be visitors into
planning a superyacht voyage around Tahiti.
A good start is to know more about the ‘Maohi’ people
and the culture of French Polynesia. Migrating from
Western Polynesia around 700 AD, the Maohi people
developed a unique oral culture over the centuries which
followed distinctive and dazzling Polynesian dances (Ori),
songs (Himene) and formal public speeches (Orero).
Considering these arts to be ‘too lavish of an expression
of the Polynesian soul’, leaders in the earlier centuries of
the transplanted European
religions tried to control the
traditional and ethnic arts
of the islands’ heritage.
Luckily all of this changed
in the second half of the
20th century when a string
of young leaders took
on the enormous tasks of
recovering their ancestral
culture and arts. The result
is a remarkable leap
forward with Polynesian
culture today outshining
her heritage. Representing
their true culture, visitors
are now welcome to join
in watching powerful
performances during ‘Heiva
I Tahiti’, the most important
of the dancing and singing competitions held annually
in Papeete in early July since 1881.
If July is not an option visitors can enjoy ‘Ori Tahiti’
onboard their superyacht throughout the year, explains
Etienne Boutin, a longtime resident heading up Asia
Pacific Superyachts Tahiti. “We can arrange for a vessel
to receive onboard one of the many smaller island
groups when cruising well-known places such as Bora

Bora or Moorea - or even the more remote islands of the
Marquesas Archipelago. We can arrange for musicians
and a dance group to share their joy of dance under
a starry sky to an onboard audience. The dancers can
instruct women on Tahitian hip movements and style and,
for the men, the ‘Pa’oti’; a vigorous scissoring movement
of the legs while bending down and keeping a straight
back. The shared dancing is guaranteed to be fun for
all”, enthuses Etienne.
Another option is for guests can go ashore to one of
many beaches while their yacht is at anchor and enjoy
a pre-arranged private dance show accompanied by
the traditional Polynesian
meal called ‘Tamara’a’.
The mouth-watering feast is
comprised of an assortment
of piglet, fish, lobster and
local veggies such as taro
root, breadfruit, plantain or
sweet potatoes - all cooked
in an earth oven of hot
stones and served with an
abundance of coconut
milk. The beach location
also allows the musicians
and dance group to safely
perform the ’Fire Dance’,
among the top choices of
today’s guests favorites.
Tahiti is made of two islands
joined by an isthmus, Tahiti
Nui and the smaller Tahiti Iti – resulting in the Tahiti Iti Te
Pari Coast. The south coast of Tahiti Iti is very isolated
(no roads here!) and a great start is at the worldwide
famous surf spot of Teahupoo. Here you’ll find miles of
long and uninhabited seafront made of rugged black
cliffs and contrasting layers of tropical lush green foliage.
A peaceful lagoon offers good protection for a vessel in
several places when some of the deep bays are hit with
the remains of large Antarctic swells.

Etienne notes the Maupiti pass is no more difficult than
many others to modern powerful yachts, as long as
captains take the right advice and do not ignore weather
warnings. Once inside the lagoon the manta rays will
arrive to offer you an unforgettable welcome to this little
jewel and make you feel you have reached the mythical
island of ‘Bali-hai’.
The Marquesas archipelago is one of the most remote
places on earth. It is a superb group of dramatic islands
with skyscraping peaks, vertiginous mountains cascades,
wild goats, wild horses and wild people - simply calling
their islands ‘Te Henua Enana’, the ‘Land of Men’.
Gauguin has made the island of Hiva Oa famous and
many sailors have enjoyed the outstanding bay of virgins
in Fatu Hiva or the sugar loaf peaks of Ua Pou.
But not many have cruised the gentle coves on the
western side of Tahuata. Vaitahu and Hapatoni bays, with
their long black sand beaches bordered with coconut
trees and a vibrant seascape, with children playing
amidst splashing waves is where villagers will show you
fastidiously carved To’u wood made into Tiki statues and
dishes. Painted Tapa cloth, patiently created from the
bark of the breadfruit tree, can be purchased and like
all the arts and crafts from Tahuata, which are among
the finest to be found in the South Seas.
A reminder to owners and captains that the Tahiti charter
tax in 2014 dropped to 5% of gross revenues (previous
rate was 12%), reports Etienne: “This change combined
with the extension of a yacht’s allowed ‘Duty Free Stay’
to 36 months, is a great opportunity for yacht owners in
the Asia Pacific region and further afield to base their
yacht in Tahiti”.
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In another announcement Jula Sukmanop the General
Director of the Harbor Department, revealed plans to
build yacht ports in Krabi and Samui, stating, “Plans
are also afoot to adjust the regulations with regards to
facilitating foreign yacht and superyacht owners in a
bid to attract them to Thailand. Plans include changes
in the taxations levied and a longer period of time yacht
owners might be allowed to stay in Thailand.”

Known as the ‘Crown Jewel of Thailand’ Samui is set
amidst a paradise of azure blue water with miles of pure
white sand beaches. Some of the world’s most luxurious
5-star resorts nestle at the base of lush verdant rising
mountains with stunning views and direct access to the
seas of the Gulf of Siam. Arriving Superyachts fit right into
this equation, using Samui as a base between cruising
and dive journeys through the archipelago of Ang Thong
National Marine Park
and neighboring
islands.
This exquisite tropical
island destination
in the eastern
part of Thailand is
majestically located
in the midst of the
Gulf of Siam where
Superyacht journeys
can be combined
with the ultimate in
a luxurious exotic
holiday stay.
Reporting on the
growing increase of
visiting Superyachts is Captain Charlie Dwyer of APS
Koh Samui, taking care of arriving Superyachts for the
past 15 years. A long-time Superyacht Captain and one
of the founders of Asia Pacific Superyachts, he is the
consummate professional with a wide range of contacts
and support for every type of need, complimented by
his network of APS agents to support a vessel’s journey
throughout Asia and the Pacific.
This genial expert is the ‘go to guy’ for Superyachts and
for government and marine professionals. He knows inside
and out the needs, services and luxury options required
and desired by Superyacht owners, guests and captain

and crew when visiting Samui. Coupled with rising interest
in Samui as a Superyacht destination, Captain Charlie
is alerting his customers and others of the first planned
marina - one with Superyacht berths: “Authorities have
set down clear plans to develop a marina in Koh Samui.
Keeping to this theme, the government has stated one
of their aims is to ‘promote Thailand as Asean’s marina
hub’, a nation-wide concept that includes Koh Samui.”
The government
is gearing up
efforts, stating,
“We plan to make
Thai waters more
attractive for
cruise tourism and
foreign yachts,
as part of a plan
to promote the
country as the
marina hub of
Asean.” Expanding
on government
efforts, Captain
Charlie referred
to a Bangkok Post
interview with
Thailand Marine Department’s director-general, Chula
Sookmanop, stating: ”The government is loosening boat
regulations to make it easier for yacht and superyacht
owners to dock in Thai waters. The prime targets are yacht
owners coming from Mediterranean and Caribbean
seas, who want to escape cold weather there during the
winter”, said Mr Chula, “Owners will be allowed to stay
longer in Thailand and will become eligible to receive
some tax incentives.” Mr. Chula also stated, “Authorities
have set down clear plans to develop marinas and a
feasibility study has been carried out in Krabi and Koh
Samui, while Ranong and Trang also have potential for
development.’’

Located in the Gulf
of Thailand roughly
700 km. south of
Bangkok and 80
km from Thailand’s
southern coast, Samui
is the third largest
island in Thailand
and the largest in
an archipelago of
more than 80 islands
in the Ang Thong
National Marine
Park, a kayaking and
snorkeling paradise
where most of the
islands consist of
limestone mountains
about 10-400 metres above sea level. Due to the fact that
the limestone can change its structure easily the islands
have many strange looking caves and cliffs.
The monsoon, which causes big waves and heavy with
a temperature of approximately 23 degrees centigrade,
influences the Angthong National Park, Capt. Charlie
warns. He suggests the best time for visiting the islands is
between February and April when the sea is calm and
suitable for sailing and calm cruising. Samui offers highquality diving most of the year, though it is best to avoid
the monsoon in November and December, or shorebased courses can be taken during this time. Captain
Charlie can also arrange for a ‘Dive Guide’ aboard your
vessel to help beginners to advanced students and can
set forth a memorable dive itinerary.
The most famous dive site in the area is Sail Rock, north
of Koh Phangan, which has an 18 metre natural rock
chimney swim-through and a good location to view
whale sharks. Other sites can be found in the north of
Angthong Marine National Park and on to the Gulf’s
famed diving mecca, Koh Tao, with 21 sites off its shores.
A day’s diving from Samui can include 2 to 3 dive sites
and a picnic lunch can be enjoyed on a white sandy
beach along the way with snorkeling options.
While Samui is small enough to be circumnavigated in just
a couple of hours by motorbike or car, the premier island
features a variety of beaches and activities. While soaking
up local culture, the island’s beachy village restaurants,
friendly pubs and gourmet restaurants are perfect spots to
experience the sunset and famed hospitality of gracious
Thai hosts. There aren’t many other places where you
can bask in the camp of a cabaret show, witness the
solemnity of a Buddhist temple, be pampered to the
utmost in one of the world’s top spas and then dine in
epicurean delight.
Whether trekking along a meandering creek to a
waterfall while seated atop an elephant, visiting a
fascinating temple like Wat Plai Laem or simply indulging
in lazy sun-kissed days on beach or in the lavish comfort of
any of the 5-star resorts, the island continually enchants.
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and outer slopes, wide edges and fascinating terraces,
the Maldivian reefs are a destination in themselves.
Populated by over 1,000 species of fish, they feature some
of the most beautiful corals in the world.
The sea surrounding Four Seasons Resort Maldives at
Landaa Giraavaru and the Baa Atoll UNESCO World
Biosphere Reserve have consistently warm waters with
outstanding visibility. Here you can immerse yourself in
enormous shoals of butterfly fish and oriental sweetlips
and drift the channels with white tips, hammerheads and
whale sharks. Descend deep sea ridges you’ll dive with
eagle rays, giant napoleons and blue marlin; at dawn
you can spot turtles and at dusk, dolphins. There’s mass
seasonal gatherings of manta rays that inhabit the vast
reef-formations and unique ‘Maldivian Thilas’
ARI ATOLL

Diving in the
Magnificent Maldives

A must visit \and home to some of the best scuba diving
spots in the Maldives, with many divers considering its sites
to be the best in the country. Topographically, Ari Atoll
diving differs from other areas in the Maldives as it does
not feature many long stretches of barrier reef. Instead,
there are many thilas where submerged pinnacles both
inside and outside the atoll lagoons and act as sites of
marine aggregation - making for wonderful diving both in
and around the pinnacles and in the kandus (channels).
Rasdhoo Divers covers Ari Atoll, both north and south,
including Hammerhead shark point near Kuramathi
Island Resort.
Other Dive Sites the team can arrange is: Fish Head, an
Ari Atoll pinnacle and a favourite site to view packs of
grey reef sharks. Highlights to consider in a cruising Dive
Itinerary in Ari Atoll include: Kuramathi Island Resort;
Donkalo Thila in west Ari; Rangali Madivaru in south west
Ari; and Kudarah Thila in south east Ari.

The Maldives joined the Commonwealth and became a
full member in 1985. In the past 20 years the archipelago
of miniscule coral islets of deep blue seas has become
known for its abundant coral reefs and rich sea life
awarding incredible dive and snorkeling options.
Yachting visitors have discovered fantastic cruising along
waterways in weather that’s generally ’picture perfect’ featuring sunlit days, breezy nights, balmy mornings and
iridescent sunsets.
The Maldives has an abundance of dive sites providing
one thrilling dive opportunity after another. Crafting

a ‘yachting dive dream’
sample itinerary, Mohamed
Hameed and his leading
yacht agency team at
APS suggest the following
options for a personal and
unique itinerary through the
Maldives.
NORTH MALÉ ATOLL
Start your journey into the
remote jewel islands of the
Maldives amidst the islandchic pleasures of the Malé
Atoll, home to one of the
world’s smallest capitals,
Malé city in the morning. In the afternoon cruise to a
magnificent island resort – such as One&Only Reethi Rah,
Gili Lankanfushi or Angsana Ihuru Resort Island.
Snorkel on a house reef at Angsana Ihuru while swimming
with a multitude of colourful fish, turtles and corals in an
amazing array of colours. Later relax as you watch a
beautiful sunset with your favorite cocktail followed by
dinner on board or at the Angsana Ihuru while enjoying
a ‘Bodu Beru Night’ of local culture and music.
BAA ATOLL
Mohamed can arrange for a Dive Guide, either ‘live
aboard’ or to meet you at Baa Atoll. Head to Baa
Atoll – a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. With vibrant inner

Q: What made you decide to work with superyachts
in the Maldives?
A: My desire started early, when I was a teenager
living with my parents in north Maldives on the
island of Uligam. I thought it might be good career,
to help the yachties. The island is a very famous
location for yachts to stopover on the way to the
Red Sea. I supported visiting yachts by handling
topping up fuel, provisions and water and through
this experience I developed a personal interest
in entering into yachting services and building
friendships with international superyacht visitors.

Q: What do you instill in your team to have a positive effect on yacht’s stay?
A: We are a full flagged team with almost every kind of skilled person needed for this
tourism segment. Except for government authority related services we can provide all
services needed in-house and from within our team; from sea transport to bunker, hospitality
services through provisions and administration to technical services.
Q: What have you personally done to go ‘above and beyond’ the call of duty for a visiting
superyacht?
A: I am always interested in doing more and it’s a pleasure go and meet the captains
and crews personally and deal with them at any level needed. I always consider it my
responsibility to hear and help them in whatever way possible, as long as requests are
within the local rules and regulations.

Q&A Andaman
Islands & India
Recommended for full day diving is Maaya Thila – here
many different corals and spot turtles, eagle rays, colorful
parrotfish, and schools of yellow and blue midnight
snappers can be viewed while snorkeling or diving.
All around the shallow section watch for nudibranchs,
flatworms, frogfish, honeycomb and zebra morays, as
well as the occasional octopus eyeballing any who
dare approach.

Q: What is your personal interest in choosing to
work with superyachts cruising the Andaman
Islands and India?
A: I always wanted to promote high end tourism
in Andamans. But Andaman did not have enough
infrastructures to facilitate the visit of high end
tourists. I was exploring the alternative options for
bringing the high end tourists to Andamans and
found yachting as a medium. After that I began
working for the visiting yachts and became very
attracted to the yachting industry. Now providing services to the Superyachts is my passion.

Dropping down further you’ll marvel at the vibrant colours
of the soft coral and view an almost endless sea life, an
amazing variety of brightly coloured fish amongst giant
frogfish, turtles and the elusive guitar shark before cruising
back to Malé Atoll.

Q: How does your personal history help you assist your clients as well as your
team?
A: My family taught me from early on about providing hospitality for guests and this helps
me a lot now in the profession. Traditional Indian hospitality and helping nature along
with a “can do” attitude helps very much in assisting clients.

SOUTH MALE ATOLL

Q: What is your proudest achievement – apart from having a wonderful family?
A: Setting up and running two businesses (yachting and travel) and managing to employ 40
people is my biggest achievement. In the yachting industry the biggest achievement was
to get permission for a couple of yachts to fly helicopters when requested, from onboard
the yachts while in Andaman waters. The other achievement was to serve a yacht in
Cochin, India which is the first time we ever provided services out of the Andaman Islands.

Here there are many different channels and coral reefs
and even a wreck (Kuda Giri Wreck); the marine life of
this Atoll is not to be missed. Big pelagic fish, plenty of soft
corals, caves, eels and sharks are few of the highlights of
scuba diving in this Atoll. With the multi-coloured schools
of fish in huge numbers as well as one very good dive
wreck, South Malé Atoll is considered one of the best
stay over diving areas in the Maldives.
Cruise back to Malé while enjoying fishing. It’s possible to
dive in the Maldives all year round with the best season
for Scuba Diving from January to April with very good
visibility and excellent sea conditions. Most of the dive
sites are between 10 to 20 meters deep and you are
allowed to dive up to 40 meters deep.
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Q&A with Gordon
Fernandes, GM APS
Phuket & Myanmar and
co-founder APS and Asia
Superyacht Rendezvous

Q: How did your background help you build your
clients and your team?
A: I was a crew professional on local boats and grew to the position of coastal captain. I
have a long record of management and many sea experiences which allows me to better
understand what our clients require. One thing I always keep in mind is to be professional
and to continue my personal development.

Q: How can we follow you and/or contact you on social media?
A: The best way - phone +960 7776884 and get started chat on Whatsapp, Viber, WeChat
and Line, also my Skype is “maldseal” and FaceBook “mohamed7 and email: mohamed@
asia-pacific-superyachts.com

One of the best and most fascinating destinations in the
world for a yachting dive trip, the magnificent Maldives is
fast emerging as a favorite. Interspersed amidst an amazing
variety of marine life, clear cool waters and stunning barrier
reef dive spots are magical luxury resort islands with gorgeous
anchorages and captivating snorkeling and dive options.
The Maldives Archipelago
consists of groups of 26
atolls, in entirely natural
formation making up the
chain of islands, with only a
few of the islands inhabited.
Formed from coral layers,
the islands are flat with the
highest point rarely being
more than 6’ above sea
level and protected from
monsoon devastation by
barrier reefs. Located in
the Indian Ocean 670 km
south-west of Sri Lanka and
covering an area of 300 km,
the Maldives were originally
settled by its Dravidian inhabitants from southern India,
perhaps as early as the 4th century BC.

Q&A with Mohamed Hameed,
Director APS Maldives

Q: What do are you most passionate about? What do you like to share about India and
the Andaman Islands with clients?
A: India is an incredible country with variety of tourist attractions from culture to architecture
and wildlife. Andaman Islands represents to me, ‘beauty meets serenity’. The Andamans
is a mini India of peaceful islands with stunning marine life and virgin beaches.
Contact R. Rathnam at: Rathnam@asia-pacific-superyachts.com www.facebook.com/
rathnamr www.twitter.com/rrathnam www.in.linkedin.com/in/rathnamr

Q: “What ‘makes your day’ now - compared to when you first started
out?”
A Superyachts have become much larger but it still ‘makes our day’,
just like years ago when we took care of much smaller boats, when
a captain is departing and tell us, “Thanks for a job well done. The
owner, passengers and crew have had a fantastic time and we’ll
be back and if we don’t come back then we’ll tell others to come.”
We get this often!
Q: “Tell us about the progress you’ve seen since you first came to
Phuket.”
A: Phuket has changed beyond recognition from when I first arrived.
There are lots of new roads, underpasses, a new airport which also
caters for international flights etc. Most of the beaches now have
developments on them and there are many more 5 star hotels and
luxury villa developments on the island. When I first arrived in Phuket
there wasn’t a recognisable supermarket, now there are numerous
all around the island. There was only one ancient and run down
cinema, now there are three nice cinema complexes on the island.
On the marine side there was one marina which had been finished…
but due to a long winding shallow channel it was not suitable for
Superyachts. Now there are 2 full service superyacht marinas on the
island and that can cater for yachts up to 150M’s in length.
Q: “How did you come to be a co-founder of a superyacht agency
network and an annual international superyacht event”? What’s the
most unusual request you’ve had?
A: I started out being a diver and then I ran a 60ft sailing trimaran
which took guests to the outer islands. With this knowledge we started
servicing superyachts. In the beginning we would service about five
yachts a season and now we can service up to 30 during the season.
We have 12 staff and 3 offices on Phuket Island.
The Asia Superyacht Rendezvous was formed when a group of friends
were in a bar and as the yachts were coming back through Phuket
after the America’s cup (in New Zealand) we decided t it would be
a great idea to have a sailing race with all these yachts. Feadship
heard about the first event and they’ve been the principle sponsors
ever since the second Rendezvous.
Q: “What do you think would be the best way for the government of
Thailand to move forward in regard to changing rules, regulations
and/ or laws for visiting superyachts to Phuket?”
A: The Thai government have already issued a charter license so that
foreign flagged yachts will be allowed to charter in Thailand. They
need to follow this up as there is some confusion with the revenue
department as they (revenue department) wants to charge 7%
VAT on the value of the yacht as soon as superyachts receive the
license. Once this is ironed out then the government needs to look
at issuing a crew visa so that crew can stay for a longer period in
Thai waters, currently crew receive a 30 day stay; this should be
extended to 180 days.
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Superyachts Swarming to Singapore
all paperwork/ permits are in order while the vessel is still
in Singapore.
Richard works closely with the government and his
support with clearances, visas and permits, especially
foreign-built, can sort essential needs for the short hop to
Bintan (the major domestic seaport for the Riau Islands
in Indonesia). Nikoi Island off Bintan is only a short hop
from Singapore and a popular cruising destination. After
Bali, Bintan is most likely the best-known resort island
in Indonesia. Departing Bintan small islands dotted
across the South China Sea can be seen, most looking
uninhabited with mysterious jungle coastlines and dark
volcanoes in the background.

“Centrally located in South East Asia… it’s a perfect location”,
reports Scott Walker of APS Singapore. “We’re seeing more
and more visiting superyachts and once here, they love it!”,
he enthuses: “The region is so vast and diverse and Singapore
is smack in the middle of really excellent cruising grounds”.

South East Asia means new cruising grounds for many
yachts and Singapore, like a reigning sultan, sits pretty
much in the centre of a passage from North to South
and East to West in the region. Located centrally in South
East Asia Singapore is only 1 degree north of the equator
and doesn’t get severe weather, which means it’s a
convenient and safe base
for year-round regional
cruises while providing
boundless activities for
yacht visitors.
Singapore has superyacht
berths in several marinas
island wide and a
wharf that can be used
for berthing very large
yachts alongside located
on the south central
coast, explains Walker,
adding: “During this time
virtually every aspect
of the servicing a yacht
from inbound/outbound clearance procedures to
provisioning, engineering repairs and surveys and for
all of requirements while both in Singapore and further
afield can be handled. We even regularly send supplies
to yachts cruising in the region.”
°15 Marina has many enthusiasts from vessels that enjoy
the charms of this beautiful and well equipped marina.
Singapore city is famed throughout the world as a world
class shopping capital and there’s easy access to nearby
local shopping, day trips and local attractions. Not to be
missed according to Walker, are a few of his favorites:
Raffles Hotel ; Chinatown; Duty Free shopping in Little

Inda; Orchard Road; Jurong Town and Haw Par Villa
(Chinese mythological theme park); and Sentosa Island.
“Both local and European and American Investment for
this kind of leisure is growing. Key inhibitors for visiting yachts
would be mostly borders. By that I mean the differing
immigration procedures in
different countries and the laws
and regulations in the countries
around here. Some countries
such as Malaysia and Singapore
are very easy to deal with but
there are others, Indonesia and
Vietnam in particular, that have
various issues to consider and
it’s a greater effort for yachts
to get the cruising permits and
visas”, added Walker.
Keeping this in mind, captains
and owners arriving in Singapore
can relax knowing their entire
vessel and paperwork can be
taken care of by Scott and his APS team during their
stay, before cruising to nearby Indonesia or Langkawi,
Malaysia. Administrative and vessel needs along with
duty-free fresh provisions and supplies can be swiftly
dealt with to prepare for a journey to the exotic port of
Bintan, Indonesia and/ or the nearby mystical island of
Langkawi, Malaysia.
For the short hop to Bintan (Indonesia), the major domestic
seaport for the Riau Islands, Scott can coordinate with
APS Indonesia’s Richard Lofthouse in dealing with the
consistently changing Indonesian regulations to ensure

Located about 100nm from Singapore is historical Lingga
Island of the Riau Islands group with entry /exit point of
Nongsa Point Marina on Batam Island. This voyage taking
you across the equator is a great excuse to celebrate
with a party onboard or on one of the sandy beaches.
An interesting island, Ligga was the center of a Malay
sultanate during the 18th and 19th centuries, though only
a few ruins in the jungle remain. Daik is the main village
and a great place for handicrafts with some ancestors
of the sultan living there in a traditional lifestyle. Other
attractions nearby include Cening Hill Fort, Damnah
Malay Palace and Lingga Mountain. There are many
empty sandy beaches and Pulau Buaya offers protected
anchorages and stunning white coral beaches.
Another journey from Singapore takes you to the
mystical island of duty-free Langkawi in Malaysia, with an
option to journey on to Phuket. On arrival you’ll find the
newly expanded Royal Langkawi Yacht Club & Marina
(RLYC) massive upgrading. The 200-berth marina has
expanded to a 250-berth marina that includes: 6-berths
to accommodate superyachts; 4-berths for 60-70 metre
Superyachts; and 2-berths for 80-90 meter Superyachts.
For those cruising on to Phuket, the Surin Island Group
offers some spectacular beaches with some of Thailand’s
best dive spots very close by.
Global charterers and superyacht owners and captains
are starting to shift their focus from traditional cruising
grounds in search of the more exotic cruising destinations
in Asia with its year-round sailing season in Singapore,
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.

APS Captains
Survey 2016
Asia Pacific Superyachts
agents would like to
extend an invitation to
Captains to take a brief
‘Captain’s Survey’ to
help improve our client
services.
The completed surveys
will help APS with issues
or areas that need
improvement and will
help to identify regions
where changes are needed. The survey will also
alert agents if you have an interest in any particular
region so they may provide you with information.
Please visit asia-pacific-superyachts.com/survey/
to complete the brief questions Thank you for your
kind attention and action.
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Fantastic Fiji’s Lau Islands
“It’s a mind-blowing array of marine life and a gentle, carefree vibe”, declared Forbes
Magazine of fantastic Fiji and the Lau Islands.
The Lau Archipelago and the Lau group
of islands were among the ‘top 12’ of the
“World’s Most Beautiful Places” of the
magazine. For the Superyacht owner
seeking to voyage to unspoiled tropical
islands with unchanged customs and
traditions while exploring some amazing
and out of the ordinary dive spots,
”….there’s nowhere that can match
the Fijian Lau group of islands”, enthuses
Captain David Jamieson of APS Fiji.
“With no tourist activity in these islands
it is not surprising the group of islands is
known as the ‘Exploring Islands’, with
only a handful of superyachts visiting
every year”, Captain Dave says: “Cruising
the idyllic waters of Fiji offers cruising
Superyachts a friendly destination with
some amazing dive options. Added to this
is Fiji’s reputation of its caring and warm
heritage, awarding visiting Superyacht
visitors a remote cruising journey full of
adventure and memorable experiences.”
Fiji is a nation comprising 333 islands in
18,376 square kilometers of the Pacific
Ocean, islands range from large and
volcanic with high peaks and lush terrain
to sand keys and to rugged limestone
cliffs. The five diverse areas of Fiji cruising
include: Yasawa & Mamanuca Islands;
Beqa & Kadavu; Lomaiviti Group; Taveuni,
Vanua Levu and The Ringgold’s; and
Northern and Southern Lau. With over
300 breathtaking islands to explore and
at least 4 new marina development /

expansion projects planned for Fiji over
the next couple of years geared toward
providing Superyacht services, it’s a
perfect time to begin planning your Fiji
Superyacht Dive Journey (with the best
time to dive in November to April).
Port Denarau Marina can be used as
sufferance clearance ports by prior
application and APS Fiji can navigate the
way through the formalities of cruising to
and around the country on your behalf
and provide top Dive Guides to help with
your dive itinerary. Dive Guides are an
important component for a Superyacht
Dive Voyage and Sam Campbell of
Superyacht Private Expeditions is highly
praised for his diving knowledge of Fiji, his
professional expertise and excellent care.
Sam reports, “Fiji’s reefs offer an amazing
diving experience – from schooling fishes
and large Pelagic’s cruising deep walls, to
shallow Soft Coral laden ‘bommies’ where
cryptic macro critters await - Fiji has it all.”
Continuing on, Sam reports the following.
Fiji is renowned as being the ‘Soft Coral
Capital of the world’, but also offers a
whole lot more - from Mantas to Mantis
Shrimps the reefs are teaming with life. Fiji’s
reefs are spread around over 1.3 million
square kilometers of the South Pacific.
The Fijian Archipelago encompasses one
of the most extensive reef systems in the
world, made up of barrier reefs, atolls,
patch reefs, channels, passages & fringing
reefs – offering all types of diving from wild

advanced current dives in shark inhabited
passages to calm beginner dives along
sheltered colorful reefs.
To see the best of Fiji dive sites local
knowledge is key and knowing when and
where to take the plunge. Some areas are
current dependent and you must dive at
the right tidal time to get the best out of
that particular site. Dave also notes local
guides know the critters and their habitats
allowing them to build up a repertoire of
resident animals.
With so many Islands and dive sites to
explore around Fiji it would be impossible
to cover them all. A brief listing of Fiji’s
finest diving spots by dive expert, Sam
Campbell, includes: Namena Marine
Reserve; Lomoviti Group; Vatu-i-ra
Passage; Kadavu; Great White Wall;
and Beqa Sharks. APS Fiji in partnership
with Superyacht Private Expeditions
can provide the best local expertise to
superyachts - offering underwater video,
cruising/dive guide and rebreather guide/
instructor.
Returning to the Lau Archipelago, a rare
cultural adventure awaits visitors - the
‘Kava Ceremony’. The guest brings a gift
of half-a-kilo of the root of the pepper
plant from which Kava, the social and
ceremonial drink, is made. Now begins
an ancient ritual known as Sevu Sevu
that usually takes place in the village
longhouse. The spokesman ceremoniously
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requests the Ratu to accept your gift of
Kava and thanks the visitors. All present
clap three times and you are now officially
the guest of the village and the Ratu will
conduct you on a tour of the village.
Then you’re free to explore the island and
anchor on its picturesque shores to dive
and snorkel on the coral reefs. Sometimes
the villagers will stage a ‘Lovo’ for visitors,
a feast cooked to a delicious succulence
in an earth oven covered over hot rocks.
A ‘Meke’ may follow with all taking part
in traditional dancing and singing of the
hauntingly-beautiful songs of the islands.
The Lau islands are carpeted by verdant
tropical foliage and limestone instead
of the volcanic rock (predominant on
other Fiji Islands). Dramatic mushroomshaped islands, some rising to 1,000 feet,
are created from the sea eroding away
the limestone base. The Lau group lies to
the east of the main Fijian islands, and
comprises some fifty islands, islets and
atolls of which about thirty are inhabited
and stretch north to south for a distance of
some 250 miles. A minimum of two weeks
is recommended for a one way cruise
through the group.
An invitation to visit islands in the Lau group
can be sought through Dave and APS Fiji.
With the Fijian government’s new ‘Super
Yacht Decree’ Superyachts are free to
charter in Fiji for up to a year while enjoying
numerous safe anchorages, beautiful
lagoons and cruising destinations.
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Borneo’s
New Appeal to Superyachts
Borneo conjures up images of lush tropical rainforests, exotic and
rare wildlife and the infamous head-hunters of days gone by. Today
superyachts on a journey around this amazing country are rewarded with
an exquisite glimpse into a land of rich diversity with many of the same
beauty, diversity and wildlife as existed hundreds of years ago. Borneo
and Sabah’s cruising grounds offer some of the most spectacular and
beautiful waters, islands and mainland attractions in South East Asia.

One of the most diverse cruising
playgrounds in the world, cruising Borneo
is now even more attractive following the
official announcement…‘North Borneo &
East Coast Borneo are now considered
completely safe and peaceful for visiting
yachts’. These areas are now deemed as
safe based on the new JWC insurance
underwriter’s committee issuance of the
updated JWLA 022 bulletin as of Dec. 10,
2015 (superseding JWLA 021). Vessels no
longer need to seek special approval from
insurance underwriters to enter, operate
and stopover at any port listed in these
areas. As well, they no longer must pay
additional and costly premiums for this
purpose.

canyons, exotic wildlife, flora and fauna
and a myriad of adventure and ecotourism activities; all accessible as a day
or overnight excursion from your yacht.
Tunku Abdul Rahman National Park (TARP)
is only 15 minutes by boat from Sabah
and offers many dive sites suitable for
certified beginner to experienced divers.

orphan primates is a truly unforgettable
experience and the scenery along the
river to the Sanctuary is rich in wildlife.
Famed Pygmy Elephants are a wonderful
sight and the Kinabatangan River is the
only place on earth to view the playful
Proboscis Monkeys.

The island of Borneo lies east of Peninsular
Malaysia with the two East Malaysian
states of Sarawak and Sabah and the
independent state of Brunei nestled
between. Sarawak is home to many
indigenous hill tribes and Sabah is more
mountainous and the home of Mount
Kinabalu, at 4,100 metres the highest
mountain in South East Asia.
A voyage to Borneo with a focus on Sabah
awards the most hassle-free itinerary and
amazing options. The coasts of Sarawak
and Sabah offer a much quieter scene
than the well-traveled and documented
among cruising yachts of the west coast
of Peninsula Malaysia. These less known
cruising grounds award some of the most
spectacular and beautiful waters, islands
and mainland attractions in South East
Asia.

The TARP combines the delights of crystal
clear waters, stunning tropical islands and
mainland coastal bays with extraordinarily
diverse mainland beauty.

Vessels are discovering a safe and
peaceful ESSCOM Sabah security zone
cruising heaven within the world coral
triangle zone. Checking in at the capital
city of Sabah, Kota Kinabalu (KK) there
are many anchorages around the area
along with good facilities at the main KK
Marina when berthing overnight.

Captain Raymond Heer of M.Y. Andiamo
said about his journey, “Borneo cruising
- all the fantastic cruising experiences
of Asia with great facilities and none
of the hassles.” Among other visiting
superyachts, some undergoing successful
refit work in South East Asia, have been:
M.Y. Lady Kenara, S.Y. Naos, S.Y. Vivid,
S.Y. Queen of Andaman, M.Y. Sinbad, S.Y.
Obsession, M.Y. Karima and M.Y. CV-9.

Kota Kinabalu is an ideal hub to then
explore the interior of Sabah, where visitors
can option to view or climb Mt. Kinabalu
and visit some of the land attractions.
Exploring land areas you will find virgin
rainforests, conservation areas, waterfalls,

A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity in Borneo
is a private visit (arranged by your yacht
agent) to visit the Sepilok Orang-Utan
Rehabilitation Centre & Sanctuary’s
infant nursery & rehabilitation center
along the Kinabatangan River. Viewing

Among the outstanding locations to
cruise is Lankayan, a tiny jewel-shaped
island located on the north-eastern coast
of Sabah and part of the Sugud Islands
Marine Conservation Area (SIMCA). It is
surrounded by blue-green waters and
coral reefs, making it one of Sabah’s
top diving spots. The jungle interior and
interesting diving attracts both divers and
non-divers alike with 14 dive sites offering
magnificent displays of marine life.
Enormous whale sharks are regularly
sighted between March and May and
the island is a nesting site for green
and hawksbill turtles. If timed right you
can experience the spectacle of baby
turtles being released back into the sea.
Lankayan is a privately owned resort
island with group turtle conservation and
protection efforts. The Leather-back Turtle
species is sighted frequently on beaches

as they lay their eggs. Night turtle watch
activities can be pre-arranged and as well
as interesting diving sites for underwater
exploration.
Cruising to the internationally famous
island of Sipadan you’ll find an island
thickly forested and surrounded by sandy
beaches. The oceanic island is formed by
living corals growing on top of an extinct
undersea volcano. Well situated in the
heart of the Indo-Pacific basin, Sipadan is
a small 12 hectare land mass 35km south
of Semporna in the South Eastern coast
of Sabah. The geographic position of
Sipadan puts it in the centre of the richest
marine habitat in the world, the heart
of the Indo-Pacific basin. The island is a
spot of green rising from a seabed in an
ocean of pure blue off the east coast of
Sabah, Borneo.
More than 3000 species of fish and
hundreds of coral species have been
classified in this richest of ecosystems.
The diversity and abundance of marine
life gives the island its reputation of
being known as one of the world’s five
most exclusive and renowned dive
destinations in the world. Hugely diverse
and beautiful, there are 12 popular dive
sites to explore on the mushroom-shaped
island. Thousands of species of fish and
hundreds of species of living corals exist
there due to the richness and uniqueness
of the island’s habitat. Declared a natural
sanctuary as early as 1933, Sipadan is
literally a turtle and shark haven, home
to green turtles, hawksbill, white tipped
sharks, reef sharks and black tip sharks.
The Borneo destination can handle yachts
up to 100M and most superyachts launch
trips to the islands from Kota Kinabalu
in Sabah, Borneo. Once checked into
Malaysia the cruising permits are than
processed and fuelling is also best done
in Kota Kinabalu, where vessels will receive
the most competitive fuel price in this
region. It’s not necessary to stop at any
ports along the way; however, for dutyfree alcohol a stopover in Labuan, south of
Kota Kinabalu is recommended. Labuan
is a duty-free port so a stop is worthwhile
stocking up on alcohol/beer and good
quality wine.
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Bringing more yachts
into Indonesia
As government agencies work on bringing more private yachts into Indonesia by
changing and implementing better policies for arriving yachts, Asia Pacific Superyachts
Indonesia has been especially active in canvassing for positive changes.

As government agencies work on bringing
more private yachts into Indonesia by
changing and implementing better
policies for arriving yachts, Asia Pacific
Superyachts Indonesia has been especially
active in canvassing for positive changes.
“We are actively working with the
government and tourism agencies in
changing some of their policies, such as
CAIT, to attract more private yachts to its
shores”, reports Asia Pacific Superyachts
Indonesia Director, Richard Lofthouse:
“CAIT (Clearance Approval for Indonesia
Territory) is a necessary procedure. To be
honest, Indonesia has never been easy.
When we started APS Indonesia in 2008
it was almost impossible for big yachts to
cruise successfully. But as time has gone
by we have worked out how to function
effectively within the system, because the
system has actually not changed a lot.
We have just adapted, pioneered and
streamlined operations.”
“Asia Pacific Superyachts continues to
lead from the front with over 75% of yachts
entering Indonesia using our services”,
reports Richard, adding: “It has been a

Q&A with
Etienne
Boutin, MD
APS Tahiti

great year for us. We brought the three
biggest yachts ever into Indonesia (all over
100m) and continued to improve all levels
of our service to deal with the demands
of our clients.”
Due to their unequaled history of bringing
over 300 yachts into Indonesia, APS
has taken on an advisory role with the
Indonesian Government to assist in
the decision making process, explains
Richard. “Some of my team have been
with us for years and are really the most
knowledgeable people in Indonesia when
it comes to the reality of bringing yachts
into Indonesia. We sincerely support the
government initiative to bring more yachts
into the country with better policies.
But these policies have to be realistic.
Indonesia is unlike any other country on
earth geographically and thus it is not a
simple process.”
”Despite the difficulties, I am sure things will
improve year by year and, if our clients are
a yardstick, Indonesia will fulfill its destiny
as the greatest cruising destination on the
planet”, comments.

APS Phuket Jojo Joins TMBA Board
Asia Pacific Superyachts in Phuket is proud to announce
co-founder of APS Phuket, Jojo, is a new member of the
Board of Directors of the Thai Business Marine Association.
TMBA represents all aspects of the marine and yachting
industry, including tour operators, boat manufacturers, and
marine & yachting publishers. The association is presently
comprised of more than thirty member companies of
both Thai and foreign ownership. Jojo has worked for
many years with integrity and a high level of expertise in
supporting superyacht visits to Thailand, sharing efforts with
APS Phuket’s Gordon Fernandes.
Founded in 2014, TMBA is a not-for-profit marine leisure
industry association serving yacht builders, yacht charter operators, yacht sales
brokerage and dealership, marinas, yacht repairs and refit, yacht management and
other yachting-related companies throughout Thailand. The TMBA represents all aspects
of the marine and yachting industry, including tour operators, boat manufacturers,
and marine & yachting publishers. The association is presently comprised of more than
thirty member companies of both Thai and foreign ownership.
The TMBA Mission is to enable the networking of all Marine Leisure industry stakeholders
in Thailand and globally to enhance the growth, value and quality of Yachting in
Thailand for the benefit of its membership and helping the industry to overcome any
challenges that may arise.
The primary objective of the TMBA is to promote Thailand to the global Yachting
community: its unparalleled exotic cruising grounds from the Gulf of Siam to the
Andaman Sea, its network of top class marinas and its prime location for quality refit
and marine services.

Asia Pacific Superyachts
long time Tahiti resident and
genial French Polynesia yacht
support specialist, Etienne
Boutin, opened up about why
after 25 years he continues
to be so enthused about
superyachts coming to Tahiti.
Q. Why are you in the yacht/
superyachting service
business today - after so many
years?
A. I started servicing yachts in
Tahiti 25 years ago and have
seen all sorts of beautiful yachts since then, including the largest,
tallest and prettiest, seeing them inside out, on the dock, under sail
or on the hard. But what kicks me up in the morning is to meet the
people in or around them.
Our challenge as agent is to gain the captain’s trust and create a
positive drive which in turn can improve the owner’s experience
of our destination. This is exactly what I like doing: rising up to that
challenge with every captain and hopefully passing the test.
Q. How much of a yacht’s itinerary do you set up?
A. When yachts arrive in Tahiti, I like to spend some time on the
charts with the captain; to talk about where to go and what to do.
Captains also check with others that have cruised our waters before.
I often work out very detailed and personalized itineraries but
experience shows that guests change them so much that they are
mostly used in early planning. When guests are on board it takes a
lot of flexibility and teamwork from the crew and our team to absorb
all the last minute requests and make the changes in the smoothest
way possible. That is a nice challenge too.
Q. Give us 3 ‘must experience’ activities / attractions in Tahiti.
A. French Polynesia is possibly one of the most preserved diving
destinations in our world where pollution spreads everywhere. We
don’t have plastic here dispersed in the environment like in many
places and our fishermen never used dynamite or cyanide. The
quantity of fish, rays, turtles or sharks is just incredible, especially in
the atoll passes.
Second, whale watching is a stunning experience. Not many
destinations allow a boat to approach these giants closely with
a guide and in warm waters. It is difficult to describe the feeling
you can get when snorkeling with a 20 ton animal but it is a mix of
wonder and fragility.
As third choice, I will place the experience of the local culture.
Especially the Tahitian dances. The original culture in our islands
has survived the cold era of European missionary control and is
now booming with young people keen on practicing every night to
participate in the “Heiva” dance competitions in July. Some groups
display more than one hundred dancers and musicians in shows that
tell ancient stories and it is a marvel to the ears and eyes all together.
Visiting yachts can offer this experience to their guests whereby we
can arrange for dancers coming on board and also on to private
beaches we rent for the occasion
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Personalised Service. Every APS region provides superior service and care.
Each Yacht Agent has unsurpassed knowledge of local contacts
and the very best locations for memorable experiences.
OUR OFFICES :
ANDAMAN ISLANDS
andamans@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

KOH SAMUI, THAILAND
charlie@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

PHUKET, THAILAND
gordon@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

BORNEO
borneo@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

LANGKAWI, MALAYSIA
langkawi@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

SEYCHELLES
seychelles@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

CAMBODIA
cambodia@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

MALDIVES
mohamed@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

SINGAPORE
scott@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

FIJI
david@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

MYANMAR
myanmar@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

SRI LANKA
srilanka@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

HONG KONG
hongkong@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

NEW ZEALAND
duthie@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

TAHITI
etienne@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

INDONESIA
bali@asia-pacific-superyachts.com

PHILIPPINES
philipines@asia-pacific-superyachts.com
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